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Abstract
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Anxiety disorders are the most common of the psychiatric disorders affecting as many as 10% of
youth, with a peak during adolescence. A core component of these disorders is an unremitting fear
in the absence of present threat. One of the most commonly used therapies to treat these disorders
is exposure-based cognitive behavioral therapy that identifies the source of the fear and anxiety
and then desensitizes the individual to it. This treatment builds on basic principles of fear
extinction learning. A number of patients improve with this therapy, but 40–50% do not. This
paper provides an overview of recent empirical studies employing both human imaging and crossspecies behavioral genetics to examine how fear regulation varies across individuals and across
development, especially during adolescence. These studies have important implications for
understanding who may be at risk for anxiety disorders and for whom and when during
development exposure-based therapies may be most effective.
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Introduction
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Fear learning is an adaptive and evolutionarily conserved process that allows one to respond
appropriately to cues associated with danger. However, unremitting fear that persists even
when a threat is no longer present is a core component of many anxiety and stress-related
disorders. These psychiatric disorders are among the most common in youth today, affecting
as many as one in 10.1–4 The only evidence-based behavioral treatment for these disorders
are cognitive behavioral therapies (CBT) that identify the cause of the anxiety and then
desensitize the individual to that fear. This desensitization process of repeated exposure to
the fear-eliciting event is based on the principles of fear extinction learning, in which a fear
response is diminished through the association of a once-threatening stimulus with a new
state of safety. Despite growing interest in fear extinction learning and retention because of
its obvious clinical relevance to the treatment of various anxiety disorders,5 extinction-based
therapies have limitations. First, only about 40–50% of individuals with anxiety respond to
these treatments.6 Second, fear responses frequently recover spontaneously following the
desensitization (i.e., extinction).7 Third, our work8 and that of others9 suggests that
extinction learning is diminished during adolescence and therefore extinction-based
therapies may have decreased efficacy during specific developmental periods. Finally,
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genetic factors in mice and humans have been shown to impact extinction learning10 and
extinction retention,11,12 suggesting a genetic basis for treatment efficacy.
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In this paper, we examine developmental and individual variation in brain circuitry
supporting fear learning and regulation, and discuss the implications of this research for the
risk and treatment of anxiety disorders. We provide a brief overview of fear neurocircuitry
and how this circuitry changes across development, focusing on the period of adolescence,
when there is a peak in the diagnosis of anxiety disorders.3 We then present findings from
both human neuroimaging and cross-species behavioral studies suggesting that the normal
developmental trajectory of the fear circuitry produces a transitory period of inefficient fear
regulation during adolescence that may represent a window of vulnerability to anxiety.
Finally, we use a translational genetic approach to examine sources of individual variation in
fear regulation and their supporting neural substrates in both humans and mouse models.
Collectively, these studies inform our understanding of developmental and individual
differences in the risk for the impaired regulation of fear that characterizes anxiety. This
information may, in turn, guide the identification of the optimal treatment for a given
individual and the developmental stage at which an intervention is most likely to be
effective.

Neurocircuitry of fear learning and regulation
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

The ability to rapidly associate aversive outcomes with the stimuli or contexts that predict
them is a highly adaptive skill that is conserved across species. Learned fear associations are
long lasting; however, when a stimulus ceases to predict threat, fear expression tends to
gradually diminish through a process called extinction. Forming this new extinction memory
does not overwrite the initial fear association, but inhibits its expression. The persistence of
the original fear memory is evidenced by the common return of extinguished fear responses
under circumstances such as the return to a fear-associated context (fear renewal), exposure
to a stressor (fear reinstatement), or the mere passage of time (spontaneous recovery of
fear).7 Following extinction, conflicting threat or safety associations engage in competition
to determine which will drive behavior. Thus, effective fear regulation depends critically on
the ability to form, maintain, and preferentially retrieve extinction memories when a
stimulus previously associated with threat now signals safety. Impairment in this ability may
put one at increased risk for anxiety.
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Extensive research in both humans and animal models has produced a detailed model of the
neural circuitry supporting fear learning and regulation (Fig. 1). The amygdala, a medial
temporal lobe structure composed of multiple subnuclei, critically supports the learning and
expression of fear associations.13,14 Specifically, the lateral nucleus (LA) of the amygdala
establishes and maintains fear memories and activates the central nucleus (CE) when a
threat-associated stimulus is present, triggering the coordinated physiological and behavioral
expression of fear via descending projections from the CE to the brainstem and
hypothalamus.
Bidirectional connections between the amygdala and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex play
an important role in modulating fear expression.15 The prelimbic region (PL) of the rodent
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) receives information from the amygdala signaling
the presence of threat, and appears to transform this phasic signal into sustained firing that
drives fear expression via its CE projections.16,17 The human dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex has been proposed as a potential human homologue of the PL cortex.18 In contrast,
the infralimbic region (IL) of the rodent vmPFC is implicated in the inhibition of fear
expression and plays a critical role in the storage and retrieval of extinction memory.19 Cells
within the LA and basal nucleus (B) of the amygdala activate the IL via ascending
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projections in response to a stimulus associated with safety learning.20,21 In turn, the IL has
descending projections to a cluster of inhibitory cells, the intercalated cell masses (ITC),
which inhibit CE activation and the corresponding fear response. The distinct amygdala–
prefrontal IL and PL subnetworks compete for the control of behavior, respectively, driving
low-fear and high-fear states.15 The hippocampus also informs this competitive dynamic,
supplying contextual information about the degree of threat or safety22–24 that influences
whether extinction or the original fear learning is expressed.
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Collectively, these findings indicate that the amygdala supports the formation, maintenance,
and expression of learned fears, while the regulation of fear expression depends critically on
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex. Neuroimaging research examining fear and extinction
learning in humans has been largely consistent with these findings from rodent studies,
suggesting that the circuitry supporting fear learning and regulation in animal models is
highly conserved across species.10,18,25–29 Highlighting the importance of this circuitry for
normal emotion regulation, altered vmPFC–amygdala interactions appear to contribute to
anxiety. Trait anxiety is associated with heightened amygdala blood oxygen level–dependent
(BOLD) activation during fear acquisition30 and impaired extinction learning and
retention30–32 that likely stems from impaired prefrontal-amygdala regulation.30,33 Imagingbased connectivity studies reveal that the integrity of the vmPFC–amygdala fiber tract is
inversely correlated with trait anxiety,34 suggesting that anatomically compromised
inhibitory function contributes to heightened threat reactivity and impaired fear regulation in
anxiety. Understanding how prefrontal-amygdala interactions change across development
may help to elucidate why adolescence represents a window of heightened vulnerability to
anxiety.

Development of fear circuitry and fear regulation
Evidence from developmental neuroanatomical studies suggests that the different
trajectories of maturation of components of the fear regulation circuitry might generate a
period of inefficient regulation of threat responses during adolescence. Although the basic
nuclear structure of the amygdala is present at birth,35,36 the tuning of its connections,
especially with later-maturing regions, continues throughout childhood and adolescence.
The prefrontal cortex is one of these later-maturing regions, showing a linear pattern of
development and not reaching a mature functional architecture until early adulthood.37,38
The early maturation of subcortical regions supporting fear reactivity, coupled with the
protracted maturation of the prefrontal cortex may result in an imbalance in the dynamic
regulation of fear that yields a heightened sensitivity to threat during adolescence.39
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In a recent human neuroimaging study, we40 found that adolescents initially exhibit a
heightened amygdala response to threat-related cues (fearful faces) relative to children and
adults (Fig. 2), a finding supported by other studies reporting greater amygdala reactivity to
emotional pictures in adolescents than adults.41,42 In this task, threat cues generated
behavioral inhibition, as measured by slowing in the latency to respond relative to the nonthreatening facial expression.40 Degree of threat-related slowing correlated positively with
amygdala activation, and negatively with vmPFC activation, consistent with the central role
of these regions in the modulation of fear expression. By assessing habituation in the
amygdala BOLD response to repeated presentation of fearful faces, we obtained a measure
of the ability to diminish fear expression by learning that these expressions posed no real
danger (an empty threat) in the current context. Participants reporting higher trait anxiety
showed less habituation in the amygdala response as well as reduced amygdala–vmPFC
functional connectivity, consistent with evidence that the efficacy of the fear regulation
circuitry is diminished in anxious individuals.34,43
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Heightened threat reactivity may support adaptive coping with novel dangers during
adolescence, when exploratory behaviors increase. In a study of healthy adolescents, the
amygdala response showed an initial heightened response to cues signaling potential threat
(fearful faces), which gradually decreased with the recognition that these cues posed no
actual threat in the current situation. However, persistent fear may confer increased risk of
anxiety. In an imaging study using similar paradigms, we have observed elevated amygdala
activity in response to repeated presentation of fearful faces in clinically anxious and
depressed youth relative to healthy controls.44 Moreover, we observed that females tend to
show less habituation of this response over time relative to males,45 which may play a
mechanistic role in the higher incidence of anxiety and impaired regulation of mood later in
life for females.
The previous studies used the presentation of fearful faces to examine fear regulation. Such
cues come to be associated with threat throughout a lifetime of associative learning,
although we appear to be biologically prepared to view them as fear-relevant.46 Differential
experience with such threat cues poses an experimental confound for interpreting
developmental variation in responses to these stimuli. Moreover, such cues are difficult to
use with other species, especially rodents.
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An alternative approach that can be used more objectively across development and species is
that of Pavlovian conditioning, which involves the repeated pairing of a neutral cue (e.g., an
image or a tone) with an intrinsically aversive outcome (e.g., electric shock) until it acquires
negative significance. The same cue can subsequently undergo extinction by presenting the
cue repeatedly without the aversive stimulus. Extinction retention can be assessed by
presenting the cue at subsequent time points to see whether the safety learning is retained or
the fear memory recovers. These paradigms are not only applicable across development, but
also across species, enabling the use of techniques for probing underlying mechanisms that
cannot be employed in humans. Moreover, the associative learning processes and underlying
neural mechanisms that support Pavlovian fear learning and extinction have been well
characterized13,14 and are altered in anxiety.31 Thus, developmental variation in these
processes may play a role in the vulnerability to anxiety during adolescence.
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In a recent study, we examined whether immature prefrontal-amygdala connectivity might
influence the extinction of learned fear during adolescence.8 In this study, children (aged 5–
11), adolescents (aged 12–17), and adults (aged 18–28) took part in a fear conditioning
paradigm in which neutral cues (colored squares) were paired with an aversive white noise
during the acquisition phase, and then were presented alone during a subsequent extinction
phase. A skin conductance response to stimulus presentations was used as an index of fear
expression. While there were no differences between age groups in fear acquisition,
adolescents showed a reduction in fear extinction relative to both children and adults (Fig.
3A), who did not differ in extinction learning. A parallel experiment in mice examined fear
learning and extinction in mice at preadolescent (postnatal day 23, P23), adolescent (P29),
and adult (P70) time points. In this study, a tone served as the conditioned stimulus and
electric shock as the unconditioned stimulus, and freezing in response to the tone was
measured as an index of conditioned fear. Consistent with the findings in humans,
adolescent mice showed a selective attenuation in fear extinction relative to both pre- and
post-adolescent age groups (Fig. 3B). These findings suggest that diminished extinction
learning may render learned fear associations particularly persistent during adolescence,
highlighting the importance of identifying approaches for treating anxiety in this
developmental period that do not rely upon extinction learning.
During adolescence, the relative immaturity of the vmPFC may give rise to inefficient
regulation of threat responses driven by enhanced amygdala activity. Numerous studies in
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animals,47 humans,48–52 and in childhood and adolescent mood and anxiety disorders,41,53
indicate that an inverse relationship between the amygdala and vmPFC governs the normal
regulation of negative affect. This inverse coupling supports adaptive learning and
cognition, promoting both fear extinction29 and positive interpretations of emotionally
ambiguous information,54 both of which are impaired in anxiety.55 A developmental
imbalance in this dynamic relationship may contribute to the heightened emotional reactivity
characteristic of adolescence, and might increase vulnerability to anxiety disorders in certain
individuals. One important but little-studied question is, what factors place an individual at
heightened risk for developing the excessive fear that characterizes anxiety?

Individual differences in fear regulation
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Fear reactivity and regulation vary not only across development, but also among individuals
at each developmental stage. Recent research suggests that such individual differences in
fear expression are relatively stable trait-like qualities;56,57; however, the mechanisms
governing such variation are not well understood. As with all complex behavior, individual
variation in fear expression stems from two fundamental factors: the inherited genetic
profile intrinsic to each individual and one’s unique extrinsic life experiences. These factors
interactively shape the neurobiological processes that ultimately drive behavior. In the
following discussion, we present evidence that individual variation in both our experiences
and our genes contributes to differences in fear reactivity and regulation, and may inform
both the understanding of who might be at heightened risk for anxiety disorders, as well as
what treatment approaches may be best suited for a particular individual.
Environmental factors
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Studies of the development of the visual system have clearly demonstrated the existence of
early periods during which atypical sensory input results in aberrant wiring of the brain,
yielding alterations in visual perception that typically last a lifetime.58 Early life experiences
of abuse, adversity, or deprivation can yield persistent alterations in emotional processing,59
suggesting that similar critical periods exist in affective development. Recently, we
examined the effect of early-life institutional rearing on emotion regulation ability and its
neural substrates.60 In this study, children adopted from foreign orphanages either early (15
months or younger) or late in life (older than 15 months) were compared to children reared
from birth in a family environment. Later-adopted children exhibited heightened behavioral
interference in the presence of threat-related stimuli, suggesting that the ability to regulate
threat responses was impaired in these individuals. This behavioral pattern was paralleled by
heightened amygdala activity to these potential cues of threat. These findings suggest that
exposure to adverse early life experience generates an amygdala-dependent propensity
toward threat reactivity, with length of exposure determining the magnitude of the effect.
The most striking result from this study was the association between heightened amygdala
activity to threat cues and live dyadic interaction between the child and parent. Specifically,
we used video recordings of the child’s gaze with his/her parent both after a brief separation,
as well as to simple face stimuli in a laboratory task. We found that greater activity within
the amygdala was associated with decreased eye contact both in the dyadic interaction with
their parents and to static face stimuli during the laboratory task (Fig. 4), an effect that was
most pronounced in those children adopted later in life. These findings are consistent with
evidence from animal studies showing that chronic stress exposure yields heightened
amygdala reactivity, with relatively slow recovery.61,62 Moreover, these results underscore
the importance of top-down modulation of amygdala-driven threat reactivity for healthy
emotional development.
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While our experiences may tune our response to threat, fear learning and expression is also
substantially heritable.63 Given the complexity of the learning processes and circuitry
governing fear expression, this heritability almost certainly reflects the contribution of
multiple genes that influence different aspects of fear reactivity and regulation. Our
laboratory has examined how normal variation in brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
and the serotonin transporter genes influence fear extinction learning and extinction
retention, processes that critically regulate the expression of fear and anxiety.
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BDNF is a neurotrophin that mediates the plastic synaptic changes supporting various forms
of learning and memory, including fear learning and extinction.64,65 The human BDNF gene
contains a common single nucleotide polymorphism that leads to a valine (Val) to
methionine (Met) substitution at codon 66 (Val66Met). This substitution produces decreased
trafficking of BDNF into the regulated secretory pathway, which in turn leads to reduced
activity-dependent release of BDNF.66 In a genetically modified knock-in mouse, identical
to the wild type except that it contains methionine at codon 66 (BDNFMet), the Met allele
has been associated with heightened anxiety-like behavior.67 In a recent study, we
conducted parallel studies in both adult mice and humans to examine whether BDNF might
modulate anxiety through an influence on the fear regulation circuitry.10 Across species,
Met allele carriers showed less extinction than Val allele carriers (Fig. 5A and B). Human
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data revealed corresponding alterations in
frontoamygdala circuitry, with Met allele carriers exhibiting less vmPFC activity (Fig. 5C)
and greater amygdala activity (Fig. 5D) than noncarriers. Subsequent studies suggest that
this extinction deficit stems from impaired synaptic plasticity in the IL medial prefrontal
cortex68 and that infusion of BDNF into this area is sufficient to produce the reduction in
fear typically observed in fear extinction.69 These findings suggest that inherited genetic
variation in BDNF function may modulate the capacity to regulate fear through safety
learning, representing a potential source of individual vulnerability toward anxiety.
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Serotonin is theorized to play an important role in the processing of aversive stimuli70 and is
proposed to contribute to anxiety through its effects on fear conditioning.71 Mice lacking the
serotonin transporter gene show marked deficits in extinction retention72,73 as well as
heightened anxiety and depression-like behavior.74 These findings suggest that serotonin
may contribute to these clinical disorders through the modulation of extinction retention. In
a recent study,11 we examined whether a common functional serotonin transporter
polyadenylation polymorphism (STPP/rs3813034)75 might yield similar effects in adult
humans. We genotyped participants who completed a two-day conditioning paradigm for the
STPP. Participants underwent fear conditioning followed immediately by extinction. Twenty
four hours later, a second extinction phase enabled evaluation of whether participants
retained initial extinction learning. We found a dose-dependent effect of the STPP on
extinction retention, with individuals carrying an increasing number of the lower serotonin
transporter–expressing STPP G allele and showing greater spontaneous recovery of fear
(Fig. 6A), as well as higher self-reported trait anxiety and depressive symptoms (Fig. 6B and
C). These findings mirror the behavioral effects of genetic knockout of the serotonin
transporter in the mouse, and suggest that through genetic modulation of extinction
retention, the STPP may confer a genetic predisposition toward recurrent fear, a
characteristic feature of anxiety.
Beyond the roles of BDNF and serotonin demonstrated in our work, genetic variation in
both the dopamine76,77 and endocannabinoid systems78 also appear to modulate fear
regulation. Polymorphisms in the dopamine transporter gene (DAT1) and the gene coding
for catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), a dopamine-degrading enzyme, have been
associated with variation in extinction learning.76,77 Individuals carrying a lower-expressing
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variant of the gene that codes for fatty acid amid hydrolase (FAAH), an enzyme that
degrades the endogenous cannabinoid anandamide, show quicker habituation of the
amygdala response to threat-related stimuli.78 These genetic findings in humans are
consistent with evidence from pharmacological manipulations across species demonstrating
that these signaling systems modulate fear extinction learning and retention.79–81 In addition
to the influence of interindividual genomic variation of fear extinction, recent research
indicates that fear extinction processes are also under epigenetic regulation,82,83 suggesting
a mechanism by which environmental influence may interact with genetic processes to
modulate fear regulation.
Collectively these findings indicate that genetic and experiential variation among individuals
may confer associative learning tendencies that modulate the regulation of fear expression.
Such learning biases may, in turn, influence both individual vulnerability for anxiety and
resistance to standard behavioral treatment approaches. The studies discussed above
examined genetic differences in fear regulation in adults. One important question that has
received little attention to date is how these genetic factors might influence the maturation of
fear regulation. Future research examining genotype–development interactions will be
necessary in order to understand both when and how genetic individual differences give rise
to the behavioral influences that have been observed in adulthood.
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Implications for the treatment of anxiety
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Individual and developmental variation in the efficiency of the fear regulatory circuitry has
meaningful implications for the treatments that are likely to be effective for a given
individual at a particular stage in life. A common approach to the treatment of anxiety
involves exposure therapy in which cues that elicit fear responses are identified and then
recalled in a safe context in an attempt to diminish the associated fear response.84 Although
exposure therapies are based on extinction learning principles, the actual application of the
therapy within the clinic differs substantially from laboratory fear extinction procedures.
While further research is needed to establish the validity of laboratory extinction measures
as predictors of therapeutic success, theoretically, the efficacy of exposure therapy should
depend at least in part on the ability to both acquire and retain extinction learning.85 The
studies described here detailing developmental variation in fear reactivity and regulation
suggest that exposure-based approaches may be less effective for treating fear during
adolescence, when extinction learning is attenuated, than at other timepoints. To date, this
hypothesis has not yet been tested directly, however a recent developmental re-analysis of
studies assessing the efficacy of CBT suggests that this proposal might have merit (Fig. 7).86
A future clinical study examining exposure therapy efficacy across development will be
required to conclusively address this question.
Similarly, genotype may modulate exposure therapy efficacy in individuals carrying alleles
that compromise the efficacy of extinction learning and retention. Although the prescription
of selective serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) is a common pharmacological approach to
the treatment of anxiety, their efficacy is unclear.87 Recent reports in mice showing that
chronic SSRI administration only prevented the return of conditioned fear when coupled
with extinction training suggest that coupling SSRI prescription with concurrent extinctionbased therapies may improve outcomes.88,89 In these studies, serotonin may foster increased
plasticity that permits the restructuring of the fear regulation circuitry through new
learning.90 A recent large-scale clinical study suggests that this combined therapeutic
approach improves treatment response in children and adolescence.6
A number of pharmacological agents can enhance extinction learning.19 The most studied of
these compounds is D-cycloserine (DCS), which has been found to both speed extinction
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learning and increase extinction retention,91,92 Two clinical studies have reported improved
responses to therapy when incorporating DCS administration into the regimen93,94 and
future clinical trials may establish more clearly the efficacy of DCS and other potential
agents for reducing anxiety. These findings suggest that using extinction-enhancing
substances as an adjunct to exposure-based therapy may be one promising avenue for
ameliorating a reduced capacity to diminish fear.
Non-extinction-based behavioral methods for reducing fear may provide alternative
therapies for treatment-resistant forms of anxiety. A recent study suggested that if the
retrieval of a fear memory is followed immediately by extinction, this leads to a disruption
of memory reconsolidation that effectively overwrites the fear memory through new safety
learning.95,96 Furthermore, this effect appears to be amygdala dependent,97 circumventing
the inhibitory vmPFC–amygdala circuitry that might be compromised in individuals in
whom fear regulation is attenuated. Future studies examining whether this reconsolidation
effect is present across development might clarify whether this technique might be an
effective approach for treatment-resistant anxiety in adolescence.
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Another route to treatment might lie in strengthening the vmPFC–amygdala circuit through
behavioral intervention. Recent studies in animal models suggest that coping actively with a
stressor diminishes fear, activating an alternative amygdala-striatal circuit that biases the
organism toward active instead of passive responses to threat stimuli.98 Active coping also
activates the vmPFC, recruiting the fear regulation circuitry in a non-extinction-dependent
manner.99 This vmPFC activation appears to foster prolonged resilience to subsequent
stressors,100,101 possibly by strengthening this inhibitory circuitry. Therapeutic approaches
that teach behavioral strategies to actively cope with fear may function in a similar
manner102 and might be particularly effective during childhood and adolescence, when
prefrontal plasticity is higher.

Conclusions
In summary, research across species has identified both developmental as well as individual
differences in fear regulation ability that may confer heightened risk toward anxiety through
modulation of the circuitry that supports the downregulation of fear. This research yields
important insights that may inform the development of novel evidence-based therapies. An
increased understanding of how to augment or circumvent inefficiencies in fear regulation
will move the field of psychiatry toward a more personalized therapeutic approach, targeting
anxiety in a manner that is most likely to be effective for a particular person at a given
developmental stage.
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A simplified model of the neurocircuitry supporting fear learning and regulation. Fear
conditioning yields an association between a conditioned stimulus (CS) and the
unconditioned stimulus (US) that is maintained within the lateral nucleus of the amygdala
(LA) and drives fear expression via the central nucleus of the amygdala (CE). Following
fear learning, reciprocal connections between the LA and the prelimbic (PL) subregion of
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) are also involved in the sustained expression of
fear. During fear extinction, connections are established between the infralimbic (IL)
subregion of the vmPFC and the inhibitory intercalated (ITC) cell masses, which inhibit
activity in the CE. When extinction memories are retrieved, these connections are activated,
decreasing fear expression. The IL and PL also inhibit one another, mediating a competition
between fear and extinction memory for behavioral control. Contextual modulation of
extinction expression is mediated by projections from the hippocampus to the vmPFC and
the amygdala. Adapted, with permission, from Casey et al.39
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Figure 2.

Amygdala activity to fearful faces presented in an emotional go/no-go task (left) was
elevated during adolescence compared to children and adults (middle). Habituation
(decrease from early to late trials) of this amygdala activity for teens and adults correlated
with Spielberger trait anxiety (this scale was not appropriate for participants under 13 years
of age). Adapted, with permission, from Hare et al.40 and reprinted from Casey et al.103
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Figure 3.

Both (A) humans and (B) mice exhibit attenuated fear extinction learning during
adolescence compared to pre-adolescent juveniles and adults. Adapted, with permission,
from Pattwell et al.8
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Figure 4.

Amygdala activity in individuals who faced early life adversity is associated with behavioral
avoidance of potential threat. Amygdala signal change to fearful faces in institutionally
reared children was inversely correlated with the amount of eye contact children made
during eye tracking (proportion of frames spent looking at the eye region). Adapted, with
permission, from Tottenham et al.60
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Figure 5.

The BDNF Val66Met Met allele is associated with decreased extinction learning in both (A)
mice and (B) humans. Met allele carriers showed (C) reduced ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) activation and (D) elevated amygdala activation in response to the conditioned
stimulus during extinction. Adapted, with permission, from Soliman et al.10
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Figure 6.

The lower-expressing variant (G allele) of a serotonin transporter polyadenylation
polymorphism (STPP/rs38130304) is associated with (A) decreased retention of fear
extinction learning, as well as higher self-reported (B) Spielberger trait anxiety (STAI-T)
and (C) Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II) scores. Adapted, with permission, from Hartley
et al.11
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Figure 7.

An age based re-analysis of data from studies examining the efficacy of cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) in juveniles104 and adults105 reveals a non-significant trend suggesting the
possibility of reduced effectiveness of CBT during adolescence. Adapted, with permission,
from Dale et al.86
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